
[  home phi losophy  ]

How did you begin the company? 
  We met as artists and quickly discovered that we both have an  

entrepreneurial ethic. We designed our first collection in 2000 out  
of our Wyandotte, Michigan garage – just the two of us making  
everything we sold.

Where do your inspirations come from?  
  Probably the greatest inspirations come from our personal past.  

Memories of the clothes, furnishings, cars and entertainment from  
our generation are constantly tapped.  We also work to capture  
a vibe from art history, then create something totally fresh and  
even brand new to today’s marketplace.

What products have continually been your best sellers?  
  We exploded in the mid 2000’s with a game-changing collection  

of lamps and accessories using a fresh approach. Then we moved into 
furniture.  We continue to use glass, wood, metal, seashells and coral  
with crystal, brass and iron – all combined in chic, hip and modern ways  
to compliment aged wood and vintage leather furniture. It has been  
unlike anything our customers had previously seen and it’s launched  
a noticeable trend in our industry.

Can you explain your “home philosophies”?
  We are all collectors.  Yet, our lives are always changing, so our living 

spaces need to continually evolve as well.  It’s about evolving, updating  
and releasing to prepare for the new.  Recreating our spaces and  
experimenting with collections bring balance to our changing world.

What are the loves in your life?  
  Aside from the obvious – great design and product execution – we’re first 

and foremost each other’s biggest fans.  We genuinely take interest in  
each other’s life goals and they become shared.   We love to travel,  
see the world together and are inspired by high-end service.  All animals,  
dogs and cats in particular, are a passion.  We’re very involved in animal  
care, protection and charities.

How do you accomplish new product research and design?  
   Product launches are twice per year and we have a number of private 

developments occurring at all times.  We visit Asia at least five to six times 
annually, Europe at least twice per year and one or two trips to new places. 
This does not include studies during markets, sales trips or vacations.   
We need a small dog that can travel with us. 

Regina-Andrew Design currently employs over 25 people and operates  
a 45,000sq.ft. distribution facility and design studio.  They have approximately 
550 products including furniture, lighting, accessories and wall décor.  
Their primary showroom locations are: InterHall - High Point, AmericasMart - 
Atlanta and The Merchandise Mart - Chicago.
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